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Regulation and Governance Reforms for Ireland and the European Union

Colin Scott

Introduction

Governance has become one of the most fashionable words to link to reform both of private and public sector institutions. With corporate governance both government and professional bodies such as the Irish Association of Investment Managers have sought to raise the standards of conduct of the directors of major companies. Major reforms both of the public service generally and of regulatory bodies in particular are designed to enhance governance arrangements for the public sector. Responding to concerns about the legitimacy of European Union institutions the European Commission has published a White Paper on European Governance which proposes major reform of EU governance.

Governance

The term governance is not simply a synonym for government. International organisations have tended to use the term in a relatively narrow sense to refer to the allocation and exercise of state power and relations between citizen and state. A similar definition has been espoused in recent Irish commentaries. Tutty refers to “the collection of rules, standards and norms that inform the behaviour of civil and public servants and politicians in conducting the business of state with and on behalf of the public” and this is
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cited with approval in a recent official report. However the term has been more widely drawn in the scholarly literature to recognise that capacities for governing are widely dispersed between public and private sector and between different levels, local, regional, national and supranational, and that contemporary governance is characterised by relationships of interdependence between those holding public and private power. Close examination of the European Commission White Paper and contemporary developments in Ireland suggest that the narrower conception of state governance finds more favour in public policy circles.

The White Paper on European Governance

The White Paper on European Governance is a direct response to the fall of the Santer Commission in 1999 and more general concerns that EU institutions are poorly governed and understood by the citizens of Europe. The ‘No’ vote in Ireland in the referendum on ratification of the Treaty of Nice in June 2001 has demonstrated the urgency of bringing EU institutions closer to the citizens. The reform proposals in the White Paper are said to be concerned chiefly with enhancing legitimacy and focus on enhancing the so-called ‘Community method’ under which the Commission makes legislative and policy proposals, the Council of Ministers and European Parliament adopt legislative and budgetary acts and the European Court of Justice upholds the rule of law and the terms of the EC Treaty. Five ‘principles of good governance’ will be applied to the Community method: openness, participation, accountability, effectiveness and coherence. These principles translate into a number of policy proposals, none of which would attract criticism by themselves. However, when taken together these proposals appear incoherent because of the tension between two conflicting objectives: deepening of the ‘Community
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method’ and the enhancement of democratic participation in European policy making. Close analysis of the reforms envisaged in the White Paper suggests that, notwithstanding a rhetorical commitment to the renewal of democratic values, the underlying Commission agenda is the tightening of Commission control over the policy process. This reveals a major weakness in Commission dominance of the White Paper process – a failure to address the role of other institutions and broader capacities for governance amongst other actors.

**Civil Society and the EU**

A central set of proposals is to enhance the involvement of EU citizens and representative groups (labelled as ‘civil society’ in the White Paper) in policy making. This will involve better and more active communication at each stage of the policy process, and the development of a ‘reinforced culture of consultation and dialogue’. In essence this aspect of the proposals plays to those critics of the ‘Community method’ who equate the EU policy process to that of national governments and argue for levels of transparency and consultation equivalent to best practice in the member states. But this begs the question whether the EU polity really is comparable to that of national governments. Some argue that the strength of the Community method lies precisely in its relative isolation from the citizens and interest groups of the EU. On this view the legitimacy of European governance is premised upon its capacity for delivering the core Treaty objectives, such as the single market and a single currency, rather than on the nature of the policy process itself. In other words EU legitimacy is based upon outputs rather than inputs and this is perceived to be the problem for those who criticise the ‘democratic deficit’.

**Law Making Styles and Instruments**
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The tension between what we might call the democratic and technocratic view of legitimacy is made clearer in the raft of proposals concerned with ‘better policies, regulation and delivery’. Here the Commission is critical of the extent of detail in EU legislation, suggesting that the Council and Parliament should leave more of the detailed activity to the European Commission acting on the advice of experts.\textsuperscript{11} The Commission has been engaged in processed of simplification of legislation for the internal market (the SLIM programme) for a number of years.\textsuperscript{12} Linked to the proposal for further legislative simplification is a plan to better scrutinise the appropriateness of instruments, and to place greater emphasis on the principles of proportionality and subsidiarity, which were the subject of a protocol to the Amsterdam Treaty of 1997\textsuperscript{13}. The Commission favours the use of a wider range of ‘soft law’ instruments such as recommendations and guidelines to supplement and amplify legislative rules. The proposals give the appearance that greater responsibility for making of such soft law might be passed to non-state institutions – a reference to self-regulation is a particular indicator. However the proposals might equally be seen as the basis for the enhancement of Commission power through greater use of soft law instruments which it can issue without adoption by the other legislative institutions. Equally the proposal to develop co-regulatory instruments (which involve shared responsibility between private and public bodies for some aspects of a regulatory regime such as rule making or enforcement) disguises the extent to which the Commission will be able to have enhanced control over regulatory regimes.

The European Council placed particular emphasis on the ‘open method of coordination’ (OMC) as an alternative to harmonising EU legislation at the Lisbon summit.\textsuperscript{14} The term OMC actually refers to a variety of different types of process under which cooperation between member state governments in sharing information about national rules, standards and policy indicators might be used to try to steer EU policy in a particular direction and in a way which gives member states some autonomy to set policy to suit national

\textsuperscript{11} European Commission \textit{op cit} n\textsuperscript{3}, 18.
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conditions. It is already apparent that the extent of openness and of coordination varies by domain. Thus in respect of monetary policy the exercise by the Irish government of its freedom to set fiscal policy to suit national conditions led to a stern rebuke, suggesting that the EU intends for more coordination than openness in that domain. In other domains such as information technology policy (e-Europe) the emphasis lies more in openness and less in coordination. But in each case the White Paper is clear the Commission ‘should be closely involved and play a co-ordinating role’.

**Regulatory Agencies**

The major new institutional development suggested by the White Paper is the development of EU regulatory agencies with ‘power to take individual decisions in application of regulatory measures.’ There already exist 12 European agencies (including the European Union Office for Veterinary and Phytosanitary Inspections, which is located in Ireland under a policy of dispersing the location of the agencies around the EU), but they mostly have information gathering and publication powers rather than regulatory enforcement powers. The intention is that these agencies should be involved in the technical application of rules, but, in common with most agencies in the member states, will not be empowered to make rules. Furthermore the Commission suggests that the new agencies should not be granted powers in ‘areas where they would have to arbitrate between conflicting public interests, exercise political discretion or carry out complex economic assessments.’ Having regard to the experience of new regulatory agencies in the member states, and including Ireland, it seems difficult to identify areas of decision making which might be transferred to agencies which meet these conditions. No doubt the cautious wording has been included in order to have the principle of European regulatory agencies agreed in anticipation that agencies may in due course be empowered beyond the narrow limits set down in the White Paper. The creation of such agencies is
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consistent with a technocratic vision of EU policy within which decision making on application of rules is isolated from the political processes of the Commission and the legislative institutions (and in contrast with the Commission’s powers of enforcement in competition policy which it intends to retain). By the same token the growth of European agencies will not appeal to those who seek more participatory and transparent decision making processes, and will sit ill with the political cultures of most of the member states which have, at least until very recently, largely avoided the extensive delegation of power to independent agencies.

**Governance in Ireland**

Ireland has, as part of a far-reaching process of public management reform, already shifted towards an independent agency model in a number of sectors and domains of activity. This is true not only in the high profile utility sectors such as telecommunications and post, regulated by the Office of the Director of Telecommunications Regulation, but also for the core civil service which faces oversight by a number of new or reinvigorated external agencies including the Office of the Ombudsman, the Data Protection Commissioner, and the new value for money jurisdiction of the Comptroller and Auditor General. Similar reforms to these have been adopted in many OECD countries. In the UK the effect has been to reduce the emphasis on and importance of traditional accountability to Parliament and the courts, supplementing these mechanisms with forms of horizontal accountability to specialised agencies and, in some cases accountability to various forms of market (for example capital and retail markets in the case of privatised utilities). The diffusion and externalisation of accountability mechanisms has been seen also at the EU level, for example with the creation of the European Ombudsman and the relocation of the Commission’s fraud control unit (given a new acronym OLAF) outside the Commission.

21 Ombudsman Act 1984. The Ombudsman also acts as Information Commissioner under the terms of the Freedom of Information Act 1997.
22 Data Protection Act 1989.
25 EC Treaty Art 195.
management structure.\footnote{EC Decision 1999/352; Regulation EC No 1073/1999.} In a new wave of reform Ireland is now seeing new institutional forms and procedures being imposed on regulators with a view to enhancing their legitimacy and accountability.\footnote{Department of Public Enterprise \textit{op cit} n2.}

**Conclusions**

Where the EU reform proposals are lacking is in providing any real commitment to transfer powers away from public institutions towards such bodies as interest groups and trade associations. There have been limited attempts in EC legislation to empower consumer groups to enforce legislation,\footnote{Council Directive 93/13/EEC of 5 April 1993 on unfair terms in consumer contracts \textit{OJ L 095}, 21/04/1993 P. 0029 – 0034 (implemented by The European Communities (Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts) Regulations, SI no 27/1995); Directive 98/27/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 May 1998 on injunctions for the protection of consumers’ interests \textit{OJ L 166}, 11/06/1998 P. 0051 – 0055.} and to empower trade unions and management associations to make new rules,\footnote{Arts 137-139 EC.} but the White Paper far from developing this potential appears to be seeking to consolidate the centralised powers of the Commission. If judged against technocratic standards of legitimacy (that is to say achievement of outcomes) this may succeed in forging a new consensus around EU governance. However, the reform proposals seem more likely to be judged against the standards of national governments under which the monopolisation of power with officials and politicians is no longer seen as appropriate or effective. There is a possibility that the reform agenda may come to be dominated by the European Council and not the Commission, in which case the sensibilities of the Member States may be more to the fore.